


What
Am I upto?



Looking around what I have.







Strength/Weakness
As a photographer
- Technical
- Human

Some questions I asked myself ?

Strength/Weakness
As a business owner 
- Technical
- Human

Opportunities
I missed
- W.r.t monies
- Clients I missed

Opportunities
I have to create
- W.r.t monies
- Clients I want

Threats

- Possibilities to address this 
situation w.r.t managing the 

current workload.

- More work windows possibilities 
that can be created in the future.



Write 
these



Sorting this...



Counting my blessings.



Favourites till now on 
Photopedia



Our 
Creative World



How is wedding photography 
as an industry
different 
from other creative industries? 



We work in Bulk.

We do not choose our Subjects.

We do not choose our Sets.

We have ‘somewhat’ 
negotiating power for Budgets.

Do it all with a big smile when 
Nothing is under our Control.



effectivity
ef·fec·tive  (ĭ-fĕk′tĭv)

adj.

a. Having an intended or expected effect.

b. Producing a strong impression or 

response; striking



Creativity

Effectivity

Productivity



How and where we 
choose what? 

Productivity - when the teams 
are split and even then the end 
results add up. You have chosen 
the right and perfect team.

Effectivity - when you start 
making your own luck, you’ll 
find out way to see the unseen.

Creativity - I’m sure someone 
will speak extensively on this.



Pre-shoot

Be on the right platforms.

Choose your clients.

Fight for your costing.

Choose the ‘right’ team 
Preferably not the ‘perfect’ team. 

Know the client w.r.t their 
professions and families.



On-shoot

Know the line-up. Be informed 
or push to be informed.

Know your team strength - 
technical or human.

Choose your shoot style 
Directive or documentary. 

16/24/35/50/85/135/200

What would you want to be 
remembered as?



Post-shoot

Handling anxiety.

Your story >< client story.

Making sense of the chaos.

Client/Team feedback.

Placing the cherry on the cake.



In life

Have an office gang.

Keep a tab your screen time.

Generally browse the 
internet...NOT INSTAGRAM!

Watch something that just 
does not need some brains 
to be applied.

Work on your health.





Not missing a full shot.

Not forgetting that I’m a 
photographer first and then 
the list gets added on.

Your vibe attracts your tribe. 
What example am I setting?

Having a personal joblist/shots 
that I personally need to 
put a tick on.






